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Fair Wages & Fair Prices - Executive Summary 
Implementing fair or living wages is a stated priority for fair and ethical trading initiatives 
across the world, but is proving a challenge for all. Wages in agriculture and manufacturing 

supply chains in the developing countries generally fall short of meeting the basic needs of 
workers and their families.  Fair Trade faces additional challenges of implementing with 

informal workers (artisans, workers and small-scale farmers) with very low earnings, where 
even paying a minimum wage may be considered good impact.   

This report aims to help the European Fair Trade Association [EFTA] to identify a workable 

definition of fair wages and prices, which is practical and realistic, for farmers and artisans 
outside the FLO system, and to improve its implementation of fair wages & prices, applying 
learning from approaches taken by other organisations.  

What do artisans receive currently? 

The wages and piece rates of artisans in Fair Trade supply chains are currently at or around 
the local statutory minimum wage. Artisans generally have several sources of income (other 
jobs, other family members in work, working overtime).  

Those artisans who are able to earn at a rate equal to or above the minimum wage and have 
regular orders (from Fair Trade or commercial markets or both) report that they are able to 
meet their basic needs, invest in the education of their children, and put money aside for 

individual or collective savings, remittances or other discretionary spending.   

Where piece rates are below the minimum wage, where orders fluctuate throughout the year, 
and where (in rural areas) other livelihoods and employment options are limited, artisans 

reported that they struggled to make ends meet. 

Which concerns were raised during the research? 

Interviews with stakeholders reveal divergent perspectives on the issue of living wage from 
different points in the chain. Fair Trade exporters and umbrella organisations are wary of top-

down approaches and worried lest these should threaten the commercial sustainability of Fair 
Trade and impact negatively on the artisans and workers they are working with and buying 
from. They pointed out the need for solutions which share the responsibility amongst all 

actors in the supply chain.  

There are market constraints on the rate of increase in wages which can be sustained. 
Product prices, and consumer price expectations, reflect cost of production and current labour 

costs which tend to be around minimum wages. 

Many Fair Trade suppliers complement (falling or static) Fair Trade orders selling to 
commercial companies. Even if it were possible to rapidly raise wages and prices within Fair 

Trade chains, seeking to raise artisans’ wage too quickly could damage the competitiveness of 
suppliers on mainstream markets. This could increase their dependence on Fair Trade 
markets, thus ultimately increasing the vulnerability of artisans.   

The impact of raising artisans’ wages on price was estimated from data gathered in the 
present study. The high labour component of Fair Trade crafts products and low volumes in 
Fair Trade chains mean that raising wages could have a big impact on the retail price, as 

increases in FOB price will be ‘escalated’ by taxes, fees and margins levied along the value 
chain. The price impact was found to be less than feared, partly because labour forms a 
smaller component of product cost than previously understood, and because Fair Trade 

supply chains are short and direct.  The absence of intermediaries give Fair Trade companies 
(suppliers and EFTA members) more control over how much of any increase in FOB price is 
passed to the consumer.  

Finally there was broad consensus that EFTA should not ‘re-invent the wheel’. Solutions are 
preferable which look at responsibilities of actors across the value chain, which are 

collaborative, and which model good trading practice (rather than niche mechanisms which 
only work for Fair Trade). 
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How to define a fair wage? 

There are many methodologies for estimating a living wage. EFTA should embrace this 
plurality and not seek to define its own living wage benchmarks, but borrow those established 

by other credible organisations.   

Most credible living wage benchmarks in developing countries are far higher than prevailing 
wages or the statutory minimum wage, by up to 400% in poor countries like Bangladesh.  In 

this context EFTA is likely to have greatest impact on the livelihoods of artisans by 
implementing a fair wage which is better than prevailing/minimum wages, and seeking to 
raise wages towards the living wage in a prudent and progressive manner.  

The study proposes the use of intermediary implementation benchmarks of fair wages, to 
drive and monitor progress from prevailing wages towards a living wage.   Implementation 
benchmarks would be above minimum wage and below living wage. They should be reviewed 

regularly and calibrated to raise wages steadily, within market constraints. The main function 
of benchmarks is to guide costing and pricing between EFTA members and their suppliers.    

Involving and consulting workers, artisans and farmers about what they consider to be fair 

prices & wages is essential for credibility in this highly subjective area.   

Data presented in the study suggest that implementing the Fair Wage Guide Minimum 
(minimum wage + 10%), while challenging, should be achievable without jeopardising the 

commercial viability of Fair Trade. This would probably be considered a satisfactory initial 
outcome by all parties at present. 

How to implement fair wages?  

Wages implementation by EFTA should build on learning from mainstream company 

initiatives. These show that multi-dimensional approaches, which improve productivity and 
support wage bargaining (so that productivity gains are divided with the workforce), can be 
effective. These need to be backed up by ethical sourcing and pricing policies by the Retailers 

and Brands who have greatest control and power in value chains. 

It is proposed that EFTA members implement fair wages and prices by formalising and 
extending the existing EFTA policy and practice:  

 that prices paid to suppliers are sufficient for artisans to earn a fair wage;  

 transparent and objective price-setting between the EFTA member and its suppliers and 
artisans in their employ, which ensure and demonstrate that artisans are paid fair prices & 

wages (developing existing costing and pricing processes);  

 where a wages gap or impact on product price is large, a plan is agreed with suppliers to 
raise both productivity at the supplier and value chain efficiencies, including within the 

trading operations of EFTA members, where small gains in efficiency will have most 
impact on product price.   

Implementation will be underpinned by an EFTA policy requiring commitment from suppliers 

to pay (or make progress towards) fair prices and wages as a condition of trade.   

These policies will be implemented through the systematic use of costing and pricing 
processes in price discussions between EFTA members and their suppliers (building on 

processes already used by EFTA members). These processes should be transparent to 
artisans, so that artisans are informed about the prices and wages agreed. They themselves 
can monitor payments and indicate their agreement that wages and prices are fair.  

The EFTA monitoring system is well suited to verify that artisans consider wages, prices and 
implementation benchmarks are fair in the local context. The involvement of artisans and 
collaboration to prevent duplication, will ensure that monitoring is reliable and cost-effective. 

Monitoring will allow EFTA members to demonstrate, and subsequently communicate, impact 
on wages, including the impact of raising wages up to the minimum wage. 

EFTA members and Fair Trade suppliers will need to impose controls on their internal costs 
during implementation, freezing their internal charges (rather than applying a fixed margin) 
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during transition, to minimise price escalation from VAT and other charges over which Fair 
Trade has no control. This will mean challenging accepted business practices, such as 

applying a fixed margin to FOB cost to calculate retail price, during the transition process. 

Interventions to improve producer productivity and efficiency along the value chain (both 
South and North) will be needed to help mitigate cost impacts, especially where the gap 

between prevailing wages and fair wages is large.   

EFTA can play a key role:  

 in helping members improve value chain efficiency by benchmarking costs in order to 

learn and share good practice across EFTA;  

 facilitating commercial collaboration including joint sourcing, product development and 
testing, in order to increase volumes, and therefore value chain efficiency. 

Why have these approaches been chosen? 

The approaches selected strengthen the sustainability of implementation and are coherent 
with campaigning and advocacy by EFTA members and others aimed at changing the 
behaviours of commercial companies.  

Funding wage increases through ‘niche’ solutions, such as via a fair trade premium as 
suggested by some stakeholders, would undermine the credibility and coherence with 
campaigning of EFTA. 

Campaigning by NGOs has encouraged mainstream companies to focus on raising wages, 
and significant progress on wages in many sectors, and much media attention around living 
wages in global supply chains, is likely over the next few years. Leading companies will 

shortly be able to make credible claims of paying a living wage.  Fair Trade will need, more 
than ever, to be able to demonstrate an impact on wages if it is to have relevance, and earn 
the continued support of consumers.  Inaction is not an option. 

A strong and credible statement 

Implementing these proposals would mean that EFTA members would be able to make a 
strong and credible statement about Fair Trade: 

 that they pay producer organisations a price which allows producers to earn a fair wage, 

which is above the minimum wage, and has been agreed with producers and workers;   

 a plan is in place to strengthen producer’s livelihoods in a sustainable way so that wage 
rates are sufficient to meet basic family needs and allow for discretionary spending. 
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